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Note: Please refer to previous diagrams for decommissioned systems.
Transit DNR Metadata & SMS

SIGAD: US-990
PDDG: UY
CASE Root: SSO CASNs
Routing Designator:
CERFC (CDRs)
CERFG (GTRs & SMS)
CERUA (VoIP)
Data Classification: TS//SI//NF
Data Type: Call Metadata in CERF format & targeted SMS
Authority: Transit

Partner Controlled
NSA Controlled
FAIRVIEW NSA FISA Email

SIGAD: US-984T
PDDG: AX
CASE: SSO Casenotation
Routing Designator: VQM
Data Classification: TS//SI//NF//RGT
Data Type: Court-ordered
Email addresses and domains, Port 25, USSID124
Authority: NSA FISA
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SIGAD: US-984T
PDDG: AX
CASE: *IPC
Routing Designator: VQW
Data Classification: TS//SI//NF//RGT
Data Type: Court-ordered
IP ranges, All port, USSID124
Authority: NSA FISA